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Abstract: In current scenario of web based security, CAPTCHA security is trending and widely used in many applications. The major functional requirement of CAPTCHA is that it should be easy for the human interpretation but difficult for the bots to identify it. CAPTCHA, a short form of ‘‘Fully Automated Public Turing test to Tell Computers and Humans Piecemeal’’, is a computer program that can induce and grade tests that most humans can pass, but current computer programs cannot. This paper advances exploration on image-grounded CAPTCHA by incorporating the object member collages. We first collect object parts from thousands of images by using our nature-developed collection tool. Also, we make an image collage that compiles aimlessly elected object parts. To increase the difficulty for computer discovery algorithms, we entrench some features similar as noisy background, object member occlusion and object part exposure update. We also develop a practical operation using the recently proposed Object Member Collage CAPTCHA. For the evaluation, we measure the delicacy performance of computer vs. mortal in working CAPTCHA questions. In addition, we also conduct a stoner study over different CAPTCHA ways. Segmentation is one of the fundamental route for image processing. This paper enumerates and gives the almost study of varied image segmentation algorithms and their evaluation ways. Eventually after a number of relative trials some precious results are being given.
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